R.E.D. Marketing
by Greg Creed & Ken Muench

Create breakthrough marketing campaigns that achieve
staggering consumer response rates by harnessing the power of
R.E.D. Marketing – a transparent and flexible methodology from
the CMO and former CEO of marketing powerhouse Yum! Brands
with a genuine track record of success.
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stripping all the friction
(bo
emotional) out of the buy th physical and
ing process, making
it as smooth and easy as
possible; because human
beings will nearly always
choose the easiest
opt ion over time (and the
n post-rationali ze
their decision).

The ability of a brand to be immedia
tely
thought of for key functional nee
ds and
benefits (aka category use occasio
ns); because
the more cuos a brand is known for
, the
more often it will be used, and the
more
it will grow.

1. u sing mass media to reach all category users with;
2. b reakthrough creative that causes an emotional reaction;
because
1. A dvertising works by building memory structures in
lots of people over time, which are activated when
the need arises.
 essages that cause an emotional reaction
2. m
are better remembered.

the ability of a brand to constantly be a topic
of conversation in social circles, usually by
creating unexpected stunts and actions; because
the more people talk about a brand, the more
everyone feels it’s the brand to buy.

Brands that use un
asse ts at every to ique, ownable and consistent
stand out clearlyuchpoint become di st inct ive an
people tend to bu in consumers’ minds; because d
easily recall . Simy the brands that they most
ple as that.

Learn more and order at www.redmarketingbook.com

